
Cycling Helmet with Glasses  Rockbros WT027-S (red) Ref: 5905316146013
Cycling Helmet with Glasses  Rockbros WT027-S (red)

Rockbros WT027-S bicycle helmet with goggles (red)
Ensure your safety while cycling. The Rockbross WT027-S bicycle helmet provides unparalleled comfort thanks to its carefully considered
design. It is adjustable, so you can easily adjust its size to suit your head. It also features detachable sun goggles. 
 
Designed for your comfort
The bike helmet has been designed to provide maximum comfort  even on long bike tours.  It  has been fitted with a special  knob that
allows you to adjust the size - so you can easily adapt it to your needs. It also has a detachable lining made of breathable material, which
further contributes to your comfort.
 
Eye protection
The set also comes with special goggles with a magnetic fastening, which you can freely detach at any time. The tinted goggles are ideal
for riding on sunny days - they provide effective protection from the sun's rays. They also provide excellent protection against wind and
insects. 
 
Specially designed construction
The helmet has been manufactured with attention to detail. It has up to 28 large ventilation holes to prevent overheating and excessive
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perspiration. PC plastic is used for the outer part of the helmet, which is characterised by above-average hardness and high wear and
impact resistance. The inner layer, on the other hand, is made of high-density EPS foam, which provides excellent impact absorption.
 
2 ways to wear the helmet
Wear the helmet as you like. Going for a long ride? Attach the sun goggles! You can detach them at any time if you are not using them.
There is also a special detachable visor to further protect your eyes, e.g. from branches.
 
Manufacturer
Rockbros
Model
WT027-S 
Colour
Red
Material
PC + EPS
Dimensions
27 x 21 cm
Weight 
approximately 231 g
Head circumference
57-62 cm

Preço:

€ 23.00

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para bicicletas
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